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Introduction 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, or drones) are firmly set to revolutionise the way consumers 
interact with the world; from medical supply deliveries in Rwanda [1], to the ambitious spurs of 
flying taxi startups [2, 3], it is clear UAVs should help to define the next 50 years of global trade 
and transport. Despite their promise, industry regulation is still premature, and in truth, quite 
rightly. Commercial aircraft are expected to critically fail no less than once every billion hours of 
flight, an unrealistic demand of an industry undergoing rapid transformative technological change 
year-to-year [4].


However, this very lack of regulation (but also, a severe lack of effective technology) exposes a 
vulnerability to attacks on infrastructure and civilians using these devices. We’ve seen throughout 
the Ukraine the extent of damage possible with a drone and a hand-grade [5], yet also close to 
home, an estimated £54 million was lost over two days at Gatwick airport due to suspected drone 
flights; with no culprit ever found [6]. These devices are therefore not only capable of significant 
disruption and damage, but they are also highly accessible, costing as little as $400 for a state-of-
the-art consumer drone [7]. We must therefore ask, how do we protect ourselves from attacks 
using drones, and what (or who) in our society is most vulnerable to such an attack? We explore 
in this investigation exactly what could go wrong when malice and drones are combined, if 
anything can be done to stop it, and imagine the doomsday scenario of just how bad this threat 
could really be.


Section 1: Identifying risks from UAVs  
It would be useful to first clarify the scope of the term ‘drone’, defining what types of risk they 
may present, and to who. We can broadly segment drones by their different end-users; the 
military, consumers, commercial users, and finally ‘FPV’ users (or first-person video). Military 
drones include the perhaps familiar ‘Predator’ drone, first made infamous during the Iraqi war [8]. 
Drones in this class are very high cost, highly sophisticated, and inaccessible to the general 
public. Indeed, the average cost per unit globally for this type of drone is $2.5 million, and despite 
their devastating potential, they are not the focus of risk in this essay. Instead, we focus on the 
latter three; ‘consumer’, ‘commercial’ and also ‘FPV’ drones. Consumer and commercial drones 
are broadly the same in that they are intended for non-specialist pilots with high ease-of-use, 
usually operating with some level of autonomy. Drones in these categories generally focus on 
photographic, videographic, and surveillance functionality, combing professional camera 
equipment with reasonable flight-times [9]. The speed and range of these drones are generally 
limited, not just technologically, but also with established regulation from bodies such as the CAA 
and the FAA [10]. Commercial drones are expected to have a market value of over $17.7 billion by 
2025, with an average CAGR of 27%, becoming the largest sector of the drone market, and the 
fastest growing (see figure 1 & 2).
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Figures 1 & 2

Data gathered from the following sources; Polaris Market Research, Teal Group, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, 
Fortune Market Research, and Statista.

Vulnerabilities to national security from low-cost 
unmanned aerial vehicles
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Finally there is a small but fast growing area of drones; the FPV drone [11]. An FPV, or first-person 
video drone, can be made of essentially any material, be any design, and have any purpose. They 
are a mix of home-made constructions developed by an enthusiast, or ‘ready-to-fly’ models made 
by a small firm with low-volume manufacturing techniques. The fast growth is due to both their 
extreme performance capabilities and the increasingly low cost technological advancements, 
enabling simple and modular construction or augmentation. Figure 3 below illustrates some of the 
basic features of these different drone types, where from herein the three groups ‘consumer’, 
‘commercial’, and ‘FPV’ will be referred to as ‘civilian’ drones. When focussing on the risks that 
these drones may present, it’s therefore natural to consider both national and public security. That 
is, risks to the general public and the wider nation due to malicious intent applied using these 
types drones.


 


With the drone type and those at risk chosen as the focus, we can examine what kind of risks 
‘civilian’ drones may present to the public. We can divide the risks from ‘civilian’ drones into three 
categories, as seen in figure 4; risks to life, to health, and to privacy. Risks to life may be the most 
serious category in figure 4, where small civilian drones can be used to either kamikaze attack (i.e. 
flying at speed into the chosen target, with-or-without ordnance), or to drop ordnance, often with 
high precision, at altitude over the target. We have seen both of these types of attacks in the 
Ukrainian war; in particular from the Ukrainian army using the flexibility and high speed of FPV 
type drones to destroy tanks [12], armoured personnel vehicles, or trenches. Additionally, 
consumer drones (such as the DJI Mavic) have been used with a modified, low-weight grenade, to 
hover silently above targets before dropping an explosive [13]. Interestingly, considering wars are 
won and lost by the strength of the economy backing them, this has a scenario where drones 
costing less than $1000 can readily destroy $3 million tanks [14]. This further raises the question; 
who else might be able to utilise these highly accessible drones, and what else would they be 
able to destroy? 


Consumer Commercial Military FPV

Price/unit (dollars) $540 $1500 - $30,000 $2.5 million $60 to $1000

Accessibility High Medium Very low High

Size (meters) 0.15 - 0.35 0.3 - 1.5 0.1 - 20 0.1 - 1.5

Flight time (hours) 0.12 - 0.5 0.25 - 2 0.25 - 50+ 0.05 - 2+

Range (km) 0.1 - 10 0.1 - 200+ 0.1 - 200+ 0.1 - 200+

Consumer  
Small, and low cost

Commercial 
High performance, & cost

Military 
Extreme performance

FPV 
Fully configurable

Figure 3

Estimated by averaging the price of the top 12 best selling consumer drones from top 3 companies, top 7 are from DJI. Price ranges 
significantly depending on customisation and options, the lowest level considered is a DJI Mavic. Military estimate from the 2023 world 
wide (published) units of military drones in service and the overall contract value of global military drone spending (Teal group, Stockholm 
International Peace Research Inst.). FPV estimated from low range (BetaFPV Cetus) and high range (MrSteele Apex 5” with additional 
camera drones). Accessibility estimated by assessing ease of purchase (i.e. distribution) and cost. Flight time can vary dramatically based 
on design, including use of gasoline power or fixed wing (over multi-rotor) design. Some military drones are capable of providing/being 
mid-air refuelled, significantly increasing time in air (and range). Range depends strongly on design; radio controlled can have ranges in 
excess of 12-15 km (with some FPV home-made designs even larger), but 4G-technology and SPL (satellite control) can make range 
effectively global.
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Such drones could also be utilised in similar ways to attack infrastructure (through destructive 
means, or by serving as a remote access hacking station). Real examples of these types of risks 
from the past couple of years include: 

• A drone discovered after unsuccessfully attempting to ‘short-circuit’ a national grid transformer 

with a large copper cable [15].

• Submarine drones discovered during a targeted raid on a drug smuggling gang in Spain, 

capable of transporting over 200 kg of contraband each [16].

• Mexican cartels found using an array of drones to perform smuggling operations [17].

• Additionally, a large study conducted in Afghanistan investigating anxiety and the psychological 

impact of drone use on the civilian population, finding they have caused mass trauma [18].


Finally, drones may present a significant risk to privacy, both to corporations and to the general 
civilian population. Both remote hacking and surveillance have been demonstrated as dangers of 
civilian drones in the wrong hands, including:

• Two drones found snooping on a financial institution with ‘pineapple’ devices (a type of Wi-Fi 

eavesdropper) [19].

• US law enforcement agencies have been found controversially using aerial drone surveillance to 

obtain evidence without warrants [20].


As mentioned, the risks to life category is arguably one of the most severe risks that these drones 
could present, and next we will analyse these risks in particular. Examining this threat in the U.K., 
used an example western nation, two possible scenarios that could happen tomorrow are 
analysed below.


Section 2: High-risk scenarios 
The first scenario analysed is that of an ordnance drop, specifically the dropping of a chemical 
nerve agent via an agricultural crop-spraying drone. In the commercial class of drones, 
agricultural drones have enabled famers to apply agricultural chemicals to their crops, with rapid 
speed, and high accuracy. They can often work autonomously, and even in networked swarms, 
increasing productive efficiency in the farm [21]. Most of these drones are over a few meters large, 
with payloads of 10 or more litres of chemicals, however some low-cost solutions such as the 
Skykrafts Kisan (which is the world’s smallest spraying drone), can cary a modest 0.5 litre payload 
and is less than 40 cm wide. It can be remotely operated from up to 5 km away, has a flight time 
of 15 minutes, and can fly autonomously at 22 mph (but well over 100 mph in manual mode, with 
failsafes disabled) [22].


Various risks from 
civilian drones

Life Health

Privacy

• Attacks on infrastructure 
(power, water, internet)


• Contraband smuggling

• Hysteria & anxiety

• Civilian aircraft

• Directed attacks (public 

& VIPs)

• Precision ordnance 

dropping (explosives, 
chemicals)

• Remote hacking • Surveillance

Figure 4
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Whilst these devices have been designed to disperse agricultural chemicals, which usually have 
properties close to that of water, any dangerous chemical with similar viscosity and density could 
be efficiently dispersed using these systems (with little-to-no modification). Nerve agents such as 
Novichok and VX, are some of the most deadly and potent nerve agents created by man, and 
happen to share this property making them suitable candidates for a nerve agent attack using an 
agricultural drone. Indeed, with its 0.5 litre payload capacity, the Kisan would be able to store over 
50,000 deadly doses of VX nerve agent in a single flight, and with four spraying nozzles situated 
under each propeller for maximum dispersal, it can disperse the chemical at a rate of 200 deadly 
doses per second [23]. This means that attacks such as those on Kim Jong-Nam in Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport in 2017 [24], and the 2018 attack on Sergei and Yulia Skripal in Salisbury, UK 
[25], could be conducted remotely, autonomously, and over very large areas affecting thousands 
of people within seconds. Considering the modest size of the Kisan, it could even be retrofitted 
with modern low-noise propellers to be significantly quieter [26], which could make it much harder 
to detect both visually and audibly. With the speed and size of the application, in the worst case 
scenario, a single one of these drones could fly a pre-programmed path around a metropolitan 
area dispensing deadly nerve agents at a terrifying rate.


Having outlined the risk above, we can now analyse the potential impact of such a scenario 
applied to a real-life place and event. Such an event could be a musical festival, which in the UK 
is a $2.15 billion business, with nearly 1000 festivals held per year [27]. Some of the largest 
festivals can host over 200,000 attendants, over multiple days, generally in open fields. Figure 5 
illustrates diagrammatically how such an attack could be planned at a festival, and describes the 
analysis performed to estimate the impact. Using the Kisan agricultural drone for it’s small size 
and hence low visibility at height, with a full payload of 500 ml of VX nerve agent, it is estimated 
that over 33,000 civilians could be injured or killed within 25 minutes of launch, potentially without 
anyone discovering the drone at all. The cost of damage to this attack, would be at minimum 
$147 million per year if such a festival were cancelled, but likely much more due to the sheer loss 
of life. This is an incredibly devastating attack, and as we shall investigate later, there is very little 
in the way of effective countermeasures to prevent such an attack from occurring (even if the 
drone is seen during the attack).


Top-down view of crowd
Spiral 
flight 
path

Crowd 50 m 
height

10 m/s speed

Crowd

Stage

Schematic of hypothetical attack on a festival

Potential fatalities Potential economic loss

33,000 $147 million
Estimated casualties: calculated by assuming a crowd of 80,000 attendees, with a flight of 10 minutes at 10 m/s, flown in a spiral 
path with a maximum diameter of approx. 0.5 km. Dispersing at a rate of 50 ml of VX per minute, this would cover an area of 
approximately 0.18 km^2 (assuming 4 loops of a spiral). Assuming a density of 1 person per m^2, a 50 m flight altitude, and doses 
spread horizontally by approximately 1 m for every 5 m fallen, the deadly dosage falls to 0.83 per m^2. Hence assuming that 0.83 of 
a dose correlates to a 83% chance of death, and also a further 50% survival rate, the total fatalities are 33,200.

Estimated damages: calculated by assuming the total revenue of a festival is from a £300 average ticket price, and 200k attendees, 
contributing the cost of the festival cancellation, but then also that there is a doubling of GDP loss due to the multiplier effect on the 
local economy from the festival. An exchange rate of £1 to $1.22 was assumed. This loss likely to be much greater considering the 
sheer magnitude of fatalities that could occur due to this attack.

Figure 5
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Despite the estimated economic impact and potential fatalities in this scenario, the assigned risk 
by the author is ranked lower than the second scenario analysed below. This is mercifully thanks 
to the inaccessibility of these compounds, as only very limited quantities can be legally produced 
by research institutions, and they are not easy to create without specialist knowledge [28]. 


In the next scenario, a different type of drone is considered, the FPV drone. As mentioned, these 
have seen rising popularity due to their low cost, increasing ease of use and assembly, and the 
high performance these drones can offer. Most users of these drones are hobbyists, who enjoy 
the experience of flying acrobatic drones. These types of drones can be classed as either multi 
rotor (utilising fast spinning propellers to generate lift, similar to a helicopter), or as fixed wing 
drones (utilising aerofoils and wings to generate lift, similar to a plane). The ability of these drones 
greatly depends on the design and purpose; some have very long range and flight time (usually 
fixed-wing), and others can fly briefly at incredible speeds and accelerations (usually quad-
copters, a multi-rotor with four motors). It is this second type of drone, the quad-copter, which 
has found significant popularity over the past decade, with many options for an FPV hobbyist to 
create a drone fitting their exact preferences. A typical quad-copter with 5-inch propellers and a 
powerful battery could be expected to fly around 5-10 minutes, and accelerate from 0 to 100 mph 
within 2 seconds, with a low-end cost of approximately $350 [29].


The next scenario we consider is the risk exposed to commercial airliners from this type of drone. 
Studies have investigated the risk that a consumer or commercial drone (comprising mostly fragile 
plastic) poses to aircraft. It has been shown they can pose a serious threat exceeding current civil 
aviation certification [30, 31]. FPV drones however are extraordinarily durable due to their high 
performance, and are almost always constructed with strong carbon-fibre and metal frames. They 
are designed to survive impacts at speeds in excess of 100 mph, and hence the risk of damage to 
a commercial aircraft from these drones could be significantly higher than previous studies have 
shown. An important thing to note about these types of drones is they utilise large and powerful 
lithium polymer (or LiPo) batteries, which can be relatively unstable. If pierced or damaged, a 
‘LiPo fire’ can produce a sustained flame at temperatures in excess of 1500ºC [32]. It is likely 
these batteries would be sufficiently compromised in a collision with a commercial aircraft, 
especially if flown into the turbofan engine intake. Figure 6 outlines a possible attack. 


This scenario, where a FPV drone is intentionally flown into the engine intake of a commercial 
aircraft, could be realised during the landing or take-off phase close to an airport. Whilst no-fly 
geo-fences would prevent many consumer drones from being able to fly here, an FPV drone has 
no such prohibitive function, and indeed there is no hardware or software limitation to where and 
how they are flown [33]. If an operator with malicious intent situated themselves close to an 

Aircraft

Drone

180 mph
100 mph

50-100 m

Schematic of potential aircraft attack

Operator

0.5-5 km

Potential fatalities Potential economic loss

185 $540 million
Estimated casualties: calculated by assuming the average seat capacity of a commercial airliner is 350 seats, with average 
occupancy of 85%, and a crew of 6, and also a survivability of the crash at 60% (considering the lower speed and altitude), 
including approximately 5 grounded civilians who may be killed during the crash. 

Estimated damages: calculated by summing the average cost of a commercial airliner assumed as $250 million, an estimated 
damages of $20 million to infrastructure and property, and the economic impact of the resulting closure of the surrounding airports 
throughout investigation (assumed as 3 days of closure of 3 main London airports, and an estimated $30 million per day per airport).

Figure 6
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airport, within 5 km perhaps, it would be possible to fly the drone head-on with a collision velocity 
in excess of 280 mph into the turbofan engine. Whilst usually capable of surviving accidental 
ingestion of birds (which are relatively soft), a fully carbon fibre and metal drone would likely cause 
significant structural damage [30]. In particular, if the LiPo battery remains in the engine whilst it 
becomes damaged, the sustained high-temperature fire could create a risk of ignition of the fuel 
(depending on extent of structural damage). The most pressing issue however, is that even if the 
aircraft remains structurally intact, with a failed engine at take-off speeds, the aircraft will quickly 
lose altitude and likely stall (i.e. fall from the sky). If this happens during take-off as the aircraft 
passes the end of the runway, there are very little options for the pilot, and it will likely result in a 
serious crash of the aircraft. It is estimated approximately 185 people could die in such an attack, 
with an economic cost of over $500 million in the first few days after the attack. This number 
would likely increase significantly with time due to the reduced confidence in aircraft transport, 
and other factors (such as the cost of the ensuing investigation). This scenario has been ranked 
highest in risk, due to the very high accessibility and low cost of the implements required to enact 
such an attack, and further because of our current technological inability to stop such an attack 
occurring. Even though it could be possible to detect this drone at an airport with current 
technology (as examined in the following section), if it takes off within 500 m of the aircraft it could 
arrive at the target within 4 seconds of the drone take-off, at the collision velocity of 280 mph. 
Such a short period of time leaves effectively no chance for an effective human response. 


Section 3: Countermeasures 
Having outlined the potential risks and two potential types of attacks that could be made using 
this technology, we analyse current anti-drone systems and countermeasures, identifying how 
many fail to effectively counter certain drones. Counter-drone technology, or C-UAS is a growing 
industry due to the rising risks these devices present, expected to grow at over 20% CAGR by 
2030, and valued last year at over $0.6 billion [34]. Counter-drone systems must first utilise drone 
detection methods, and then if needed, use drone countermeasure methods. Drone detection and 
sensing involves either analysing frequencies (emitted by the drone or the operator), or through 
using imaging & reflection (radar) techniques.


In the first category, radio frequency detection involves analysing the frequency of the radio waves 
used to communicate between the operator of the drone and the drone itself. Most drones will 
utilise frequencies in the range of 2.4 to 5.2 GHz for both control and video, which if analysed 
properly, will allow the accurate detection of a drone. Using multiple types of this detector, the 
drone position and sometimes even the operator, can be triangulated. However, FPV drones 
typically use between 800-900 MHz transmitters with advanced self-healing networks and 
frequency hopping technology, which can make it difficult to track or jam the signal of such a 
drone. Acoustic detection meanwhile is a highly accurate detection system, with correct 
identification rates as high as 97%, however in a noisy environment where sound sources such as 
aircraft are much louder, they become ineffective [35]. 


Imaging and reflection techniques can provide a means of accurate detection of drones. 
Holographic radar is an advanced form of radar which can scan with very low latency and detect 
small objects, making it a useful technique for identifying drones [36]. Camera systems, both 
thermal imaging and high-definition optical sensors can also provide accurate identification of 
drones, however usually in a perfect environment of a dark drone against a monochromatic sky. 
As technology advances, and AI image processing is applied to these technologies, they should 
become increasingly robust and accurate [37]. If a drone has been successfully detected, 
countermeasures could be employed to mitigate the danger of the drone. Countermeasures can 
be divided into three categories; destructive techniques, capture techniques, and finally overriding 
techniques, see figure 7 below. All of these countermeasures generally rely on exploiting the 
vulnerabilities of the technology or operation of a given drone. With the override type, both RF 

Types of drone detection
Frequency analysis Imaging & Reflection

• Radio Frequency detection 
• Acoustic detection

• Holographic radars 
• High-definition cameras 
• Thermal imaging
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jamming and GPS spoofing rely on both the drone using these technologies, and the semi-
autonomous behaviour of consumer drones. That is, most consumer drones are programmed to 
land if they lose signal GPS or radio signals, however, some drones (such as FPV drones) wont 
use these technologies and have no such programmed behaviour. Meanwhile, RF jammers are 
devices which emit a concentrated beam of radio frequency energy to confuse the drone. They 
require the user to accurately track the drone with the device until it lands, and are generally 
effective within 100 m [37]. This may work with slow or static consumer drones, but is much more 
challenging on a fast moving, and highly agile FPV drone. Hacking is also a possibility, for certain 
drones [37], but relies on the drone using sophisticated software, something which FPV drones 
usually lack, using basic programming only, and few on-chip interfaces. 


Capture techniques again require the drone to be accurately tracked, and in most cases also 
require close proximity. Microwave emitters can fire a targeted electromagnetic pulse at the drone, 
which could disrupt or damage the electronics of a drone. Currently, handheld options have low 
power and range, but high power turrets and command centres could be significantly more 
effective [37]. Birds of prey have also been utilised to capture drones in Amsterdam to counter 
drug smuggling, however they require extensive training and are limited towards slower drones 
[38].


Finally, the destroy method whilst potentially highly effective, also comes with a set of risks and 
dangers. Weapon-systems for example, such as the Phalanx CIWS, have been used by the US 
navy as a ‘last resort’ measure against close proximity missiles and aircraft [39]. It can accurately 
track and destroy missiles by firing bullets at an extraordinarily high rate. Such a system could 
potentially be adapted for use against drones; however the accuracy would need to be 
significantly increased, it would not work against swarms of drones, and it would be highly 
unlikely such an autonomous live-ammunition weapon-system would ever be permitted in a 
civilian context. Lasers are a promising new technology, which can engage over much longer 
range and deliver high levels of directed energy towards a drone. With continued improvements to 
tracking technology, and improvements to the power of laser systems, such a tool could be used 
in the future to quickly and safely dispatch drones. However, most of this technology is still in 
development phase with the military and the power of the lasers is too low for quick effect against 
small fast drones [37]. Figure 8 illustrates how effective these various detection and 
countermeasure systems might be against a typical drone from each of the three classes 
considered (where green = effective, red = ineffective, and orange = unclear). The FPV class is 
difficult to define due to the extensive configurability; an FPV drone could be designed to avoid 
these detection systems and countermeasure systems if the operator or designer wished to.  


Three types of countermeasures

Override Capture

Destroy

• EMP/Microwave

• Netted-guns

• Birds of prey

• RF jamming

• GPS spoofing

• Hacking


• Weapon-systems • Laser-systems

Figure 7
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Considering the commercial airliner example in section 2, we can examine the above systems for 
an FPV drone with their expected effectiveness. 

- RF detection: Many FPV drones utilise high fidelity transmitters and receivers (operating in the 

800-900 MHz range), with advanced self-healing networks, making detection more difficult [40].

- Acoustic: will likely be highly ineffective in an airport due to the excess ambient noise.

- Holographic radar: Heathrow and other global airports have holographic radar systems, 

however they may not be able to discern an FPV drone from a bird (due to the fast and 
sporadic low altitude flight paths).


- Camera systems: Could become highly effective with increasing applications of AI in computer 
vision, however against backdrops of trees and grass, these techniques may be ineffective.


- RF jamming/hand-held microwave/netted guns: As these techniques all involve a human 
physically tracking the drone, it’s likely to be too difficult to maintain a solid lock on these very 
fast and agile drones. They are only effective if sustained. 


This paints a worrying picture for the safety of an airport against an attack of this nature, and to 
the best of this authors knowledge, there are very few solutions that would work now against this 
threat. The continuing research in laser technology is likely to be a good future solution, and 
probably the only acceptable destructive method in a civilian context. Currently the consensus of 
security experts is there is no ‘one perfect’ solution, and the best approach with these 
technologies is to use many of them as possible for maximum protection [41].


Consumer drone Commercial drone FPV drone

Detection 
systems

RF detection Known codes + 
frequencies May not use RF May not use RF

Acoustic detection Local noise can 
prevent detection

Local noise can prevent 
detection

Local noise can 
prevent detection

Holographic radar Accurate tracking + 
known models

Often larger, easier 
detection

Speed + design may 
confuse system

HD cameras Slow moving, known 
shapes Large, slow moving Fast, low flying, 

different designs

Thermal imaging Known thermal 
signatures

Can be masked with 
design/ducts

Speed cools drone, 
design can mask

Countermeasure 
systems

RF jamming Known codes + 
frequencies

Might not use RF (high 
autonomy)

High fidelity RF + can 
use 3G/4G

GPS spoofing Some drones without 
GPS

High autonomy, high 
GPS usage

Little GPS/compass 
usage

Hacking Familiar software Can be custom 
software

Too simple/
unsophisticated

Microwave Shielding/plastic less 
effective

Shielding/plastic less 
effective

Too fast (tracking 
required)

Netted guns Slow, effective close 
range

Large, effective close 
range Too fast (low range)

Birds of prey Effective if trained Can be too large for a 
bird

Too fast + many 
different designs

Weapon-systems Too small (or 
dangerous)

Large; can work in non-
civilian areas

Too small (or 
dangerous)

Laser-guided Technology not fully 
developed

Technology not fully 
developed

Technology not fully 
developed

Figure 8
Effectiveness of detection and countermeasures against civilian drones
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Section 4: Doomsday scenario 
In this next section, we consider the hypothetical question; just how bad, with some imaginative 
thinking and near-future technology, could the threat of a weaponised drone really be? For this, 
we consider a scenario where micro-sized swarms of drones, with sophisticated on-board 
computers, are used against the civilian population of a metropolitan area.


There are many micro-sized drones available today, such as the military Black Hornet Nano 
(weighing just 18g), which is capable of advanced vision processing from multiple on-board 
cameras [42]. In the near future, we can expect these drones to become even smaller, and have 
even more functionality. Considering the current trends in the development of openAI, and wider 
public access of these toolkits, it could be possible that a computer-vision based program is 
installed in these very small drones, along with a deadly payload (such as the nerve agents 
previously analysed, or a micro-explosive). With such software and hardware, the drone would be 
able to accurately process images in real-time, using the on-board computer, to intelligently 
navigate to its target; seeking out whatever the operator has programmed it to seek. This could 
for example be to visually identify humans, and then engage or harm them, or perhaps to target 
certain races, ages, or genders of a population, selectively attacking them. This kind of selectivity 
would allow an operator with malicious or political motivations to target with prejudice. 


Such a drone would be nearly impossible to detect or stop, but the real formidableness of this 
system would come from applying it at scale; with a swarm of these drones perhaps 10,000 or 
more. Considering the micro-size, the cost of these drones is likely to be very low within the next 
10-15 years. Even as our countermeasures become more advanced, they will be significantly 
difficult to target as they could be fully autonomous and pre-programmed; electronically isolated 
from the outside world with sufficient shielding and protection. The estimated loss of lives of such 
an attack would be unimaginable.


Conclusion 
In this essay we have explored the various different types of drones that are available today, and 
the different risks that these devices can present to national security. Investigating these risks, a 
number of real-life instances were elaborated, showing in many cases the culprit is often not 
identified. It has been shown how current security systems are not capable of dealing with these 
new risks from drones, and to this extent, two high-risk scenarios that are possible today were 
examined. Having identified these high-risk scenarios, the current tools and systems for 
countering drones were analysed with respect to the different types of modern highly-accessible 
drones. It was shown that these countermeasure systems are largely ineffective against FPV 
drones, and have varying levels of effectiveness against consumer and commercial type drones. 
Of course, as stated, the level of effectiveness depends heavily on the drone in question and the 
technology it utilises. Finally, a doomsday scenario was imagined; using current or near-future 
technology, a devastating and massive attack on people could be selectively carried out with 
effectively few options to prevent it. It is the authors recommendation that technology companies 
and government consider more urgently the threat of these types of drones, and develop new 
technologies to help better counter them in these high-risk situations.
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